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Abstract

The present note overviews our recent construction of real Gromov-Witten theory in arbitrary
genera for many real symplectic manifolds, including the odd-dimensional projective spaces
and the renowned quintic threefold, its properties, and its connections with real enumerative
geometry. Our construction introduces the principle of orienting the determinant of a differential
operator relative to a suitable base operator and a real setting analogue of the (relative) spin
structure of open Gromov-Witten theory. Orienting the relative determinant, which in the now-
standard cases is canonically equivalent to orienting the usual determinant, is naturally related
to the topology of vector bundles in the relevant category. This principle and its applications
allow us to endow the uncompactified moduli spaces of real maps from symmetric surfaces
of all topological types with natural orientations and to verify that they extend across the
codimension-one boundaries of these spaces, thus implementing a far-reaching proposal from
C.-C. Liu’s thesis.

1 Real maps

The study of curves in projective varieties has been central to algebraic geometry since the nine-
teenth century. It was reinvigorated through its introduction into symplectic topology in [14] and
now plays prominent roles in symplectic topology and string theory as well. The foundations
of (complex) Gromov-Witten (or GW-) theory, i.e. of counts of J-holomorphic curves in symplec-
tic manifolds, were established in the 1990s and have been spectacularly applied ever since. On
the other hand, the progress in establishing the foundations of real GW-theory, i.e. of counts of
J-holomorphic curves in symplectic manifolds preserved by anti-symplectic involutions, has been
much slower: it did not exist in positive genera until [10].

A real symplectic manifold is a triple pX,ω, φq consisting of a symplectic manifold pX,ωq and an

anti-symplectic involution φ. For such a triple, we denote by J
φ
ω the space of ω-compatible almost

complex structures J on X such that φ˚J “ ´J . The fixed locus Xφ of φ is then a Lagrangian
submanifold of pX,ωq which is totally real with respect to any J PJ φ

ω . The basic example of a real
Kahler manifold pX,ω, φ, Jq is the complex projective space Pn´1 with the Fubini-Study symplectic
form, the coordinate conjugation

τn : P
n´1 ÝÑ Pn´1, τn

`
rZ1, . . . , Zns

˘
“
“
Z1, . . . , Zn

‰
,
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and the standard complex structure. Another important example is a real quintic threefold X5, i.e. a
smooth hypersurface in P4 cut out by a real equation; it plays a prominent role in the interactions
with string theory and algebraic geometry.

A symmetric surface pΣ, σq is a connected oriented, possibly nodal, surface Σ with an orientation-
reversing involution σ. A symmetric Riemann surface pΣ, σ, jq is a symmetric surface pΣ, σq with an
almost complex structure j on Σ such that σ˚j“´j. A continuous map

u : pΣ, σq ÝÑ pX,φq

is called real if u˝σ “ φ˝u. Such a map is said to be of degree B P H2pX;Zq if u˚rΣs “ B. Real
maps u from pΣ, σ, jq and u1 from pΣ1, σ1, j1q to pX,φq are equivalent if there exists a biholomorphic
map h : ΣÝÑΣ1 such that u“u1˝h, j“h˚j1, and h˝σ“σ1˝h.

There are
Y
3g`4
2

]
topological types of smooth symmetric surfaces; see [20, Corollary 1.1]. As

described in [17, Section 3], there are four types of nodes a one-nodal symmetric surfaces pΣ, x12, σq
may have

(E) x12 is an isolated real node, i.e. x12 is an isolated point of the fixed locus Σσ ĂΣ;

(H) x12 is a non-isolated real node and

(H1) the topological component Σσ
12 of Σσ containing x12 is algebraically irreducible (the normal-

ization rΣrσ
12 of Σσ

12 is connected);

(H2) the topological component Σσ
12 of Σσ containing x12 is algebraically reducible, but Σ is

algebraically irreducible (the normalization rΣrσ
12 of Σ12 is disconnected, but the normalization

rΣ of Σ is connected);

(H3) Σ is algebraically reducible (the normalization rΣ of Σ is disconnected).

In the genus 0 case, the degenerations (E) and (H3) are known as the codimension 1 sphere bubbling

and disk bubbling, respectively; the degenerations (H1) and (H2) cannot occur in the genus 0 case.
The one-nodal symmetric surfaces can be smoothed out in one-parameter families to symmetric
surfaces, typically of different involution types for the two directions of smoothings (the smoothings
of (H3) are always of the same type though).

2 Moduli spaces of real maps

Let pX,ω, φq be a real symplectic manifold, g, l P Zě0, B P H2pX;Zq, and J P J
φ
ω . For a smooth

symmetric surface pΣ, σq, we denote by

Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ Ă Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ (1)

the uncompactified moduli space of degree B real J-holomorphic maps from pΣ, σq to pX,φq with
l conjugate pairs of marked points and its stable map compactification. A (virtually) codimension 1
stratum of Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ consists of maps from one-nodal symmetric surfaces. By the existence
of precisely two directions of smoothings of one-nodal symmetric surfaces, each such stratum is
either a hypersurface in Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ or a boundary of the spaces Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ for precisely
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two topological types of orientation-reversing involutions σ on Σ. Thus, the union of real moduli
spaces

Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ “
ď

σ

Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ (2)

over all topological types of orientation-reversing involutions σ on Σ forms a space without bound-
ary. If g`lě2, there is a natural forgetful morphism

f : Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ ÝÑ RMg,l ” Mg,lppt, 0qid (3)

to the Deligne-Mumford moduli space of marked real curves.

The uncompactified moduli spaces in complex GW-theory have canonical orientations; see [19,
Section 3.2]. As the “boundary” strata of the moduli spaces in complex GW-theory have real codi-
mension of at least 2, this orientation automatically extends over the entire moduli space. The two
main difficulties in developing real GW-theory is the potential non-orientability of Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ

and the fact that its virtual boundary strata have real codimension 1. The origins of real GW-
theory go back to [17], where the spaces (2) are topologized by adapting the description of Gromov’s
topology in [18] via versal families of deformations of abstract complex curves to the real setting.
This demonstrates that the codimension 1 boundaries of the spaces in (1) form hypersurfaces in-
side the full moduli space (2) and thus reduces the problem of constructing a real GW-theory to
showing that

(A) the uncompactified moduli spaces Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ are orientable for all types of orientation-
reversing involutions σ on a smooth genus g symmetric surface, and

(B) an orientation on

Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ “
ď

σ

Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ

extends across the (virtually) codimension 1 strata of Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ.

Invariant counts of real curves were first constructed in [26, 27] following a different approach.
They were defined only in genus 0, for real symplectic 4- and 6-folds, and under certain topological
conditions ruling out maps from type (E) nodal symmetric surfaces (thus, only (H3) degenerations
can occur). As they concerned only primary constraints, they did not give rise to a fully fledged
real GW-theory. The relevant moduli spaces in the settings of [26, 27] are in fact not orientable,
and the invariance of the defined counts is checked by following the paths of curves induced by
paths between two generic almost complex structures and two generic collections of constraints. In
the interpretation of [26, 27] in [2, 25], this invariance corresponds to the relevant moduli spaces
being orientable outside of (virtual) hypersurfaces not crossed by the paths of stable maps induced
by paths between two generic almost complex structures and two generic collections of constraints.

A fully fledged real GW-theory in genus 0 was finally set up in [7] following the original approach
in [17] and establishing (A) and (B) under certain topological conditions on pX,ω, φq and the map
degree B. The topological conditions in [7] ruling out maps from type (E) nodal symmetric surfaces
were later removed in [6]. The genus 0 real GW-theory of [7, 6] is used in [9] to establish a real
analogue of the WDVV relation of [16, 24] by pulling back a relation on RM0,3 by the forgetful
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morphism (3).

The perspective on orienting the relevant moduli spaces taken in [2, 25, 7, 6] is heavily influenced
by the approach in the open GW-theory going back to the late 1990s and the initial version of [5].
It works well in genus 0 because a splitting of a smooth genus 0 symmetric surface pΣ, σq into
two bordered surfaces interchanged by σ is unique up to homotopy and the one-nodal transitions
between the (two) different involution types in genus 0 preserve such a splitting. The former is no
longer the case for most smooth symmetric surfaces of genus gě2; the latter is not the case for most
transitions in genus g ě 1. This means that understanding the orientability of the moduli spaces
of maps from bordered (half-) surfaces is not sufficient for understanding the orientability of the
moduli spaces of real maps and a new perspective to this problem is needed. Such a perspective,
which is intrinsically real, rather than a “doubled open”, is introduced in the construction of
all-genera real GW-theory in [10] and is summarized in Sections 3 and 5 of this note.

3 Real orientations

Let pX,φq be a topological space with an involution. A conjugation on a complex vector bundle
V ÝÑ X lifting an involution φ is a vector bundle homomorphism ϕ : V ÝÑ V covering φ (or
equivalently a vector bundle homomorphism ϕ : V ÝÑφ˚V covering idX) such that the restriction
of ϕ to each fiber is anti-complex linear and ϕ˝ϕ“ idV . A real bundle pair pV, ϕqÝÑpX,φq consists
of a complex vector bundle V ÝÑX and a conjugation ϕ on V lifting φ. For example,

pXˆCn, φˆcq ÝÑ pX,φq,

where c : Cn ÝÑ Cn is the standard conjugation on Cn, is a real bundle pair. If X is a smooth
manifold with a smooth involution φ, then pTX, dφq is also a real bundle pair over pX,φq. For any
real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pX,φq, the fixed locus V ϕ of ϕ is a real vector bundle over Xφ. We
denote by

Λtop
C pV, ϕq “

`
Λtop
C V,Λtop

C ϕ
˘

the top exterior power of V over C with the induced conjugation. Direct sums, duals, and tensor
products over C of real bundle pairs over pX,φq are again real bundle pairs over pX,φq.

Definition 3.1 ([10, Definition 5.1]). Let pX,φq be a topological space with an involution and
pV, ϕq be a real bundle pair over pX,φq. A real orientation on pV, ϕq consists of

(RO1) a rank 1 real bundle pair pL, rφq over pX,φq such that

w2pV ϕq “ w1pL
rφq2 and Λtop

C pV, ϕq « pL, rφqb2, (4)

(RO2) a homotopy class of isomorphisms of real bundle pairs in (4), and

(RO3) a spin structure on the real vector bundle V ϕ‘2pL˚q
rφ˚

over Xφ compatible with the ori-
entation induced by (RO2).

An isomorphism in (4) restricts to an isomorphism Λtop
R V ϕ « pL

rφqb2 of real line bundles over Xφ.

Since the vector bundles pL
rφqb2 and 2pL˚q

rφ˚
are canonically oriented, (RO2) determines orienta-

tions on V ϕ and V ϕ‘2pL˚q
rφ˚
. By the first assumption in (4), the real vector bundle V ϕ‘2pL˚q

rφ˚

over Xφ admits a spin structure.
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Proposition 3.2 ([13, Proposition 7.3]). Let pV, ϕq be a rank n real bundle pair over a (possibly
nodal) symmetric surface pΣ, σq. A real orientation on pV, ϕq determines a homotopy class of
isomorphisms

Ψ:
`
V ‘2L˚, ϕ‘2rφ˚

˘
«
`
ΣˆCn`2, σˆc

˘
(5)

of real bundle pairs over pΣ, σq.

The existence of the isomorphisms (5) over smooth symmetric surfaces is implied by the classifi-
cation of real bundle pairs over smooth symmetric surfaces in [1, Propositions 4.1,4.2]. Propo-
sition 3.2, which is inspired by the direct sign computations in [8], specifies topological data
determining a homotopy class of such isomorphisms. This proposition provides the topological
foundations for the approach of [10] to Problems (A) and (B) on page 3. For the purposes of [10],
it is sufficient to establish Proposition 3.2 for smooth and one-nodal symmetric surfaces; these cases
are [10, Propositions 5.2,6.2]. The case for symmetric surfaces with one pair of conjugate nodes is
[11, Lemma 4.4]. The principles behind the proofs of these special cases in [10, 11] are leveraged
in [13] to give an alternative proof of [1, Propositions 4.1,4.2], extend them to nodal symmetric
surfaces, classify the homotopy classes of automorphisms of real bundle pairs, and establish the
full statement of Proposition 3.2 as a corollary of these results.

If pL, rφq is a rank 1 real bundle pair over a symmetric surface pΣ, σq such that L
rφ ÝÑΣσ is ori-

entable, then the real vector bundle pL
rφqb2‘2pL˚q

rφ˚
has a canonical spin structure. Otherwise, such

a spin structure can be canonically fixed by a choice of orientation of each loop in Σσ over which L
rφ

is not orientable and it depends on this choice. Combined with this observation, Proposition 3.2
yields the following conclusion.

Corollary 3.3 ([10, Corollary 5.6]). Let pL, rφq be a rank 1 real bundle pair over a symmetric

surface pΣ, σq. If L
rφ ÝÑΣσ is orientable, there exists a canonical homotopy class of isomorphisms

`
Lb2‘2L˚, rφb2‘2rφ˚

˘
«
`
ΣˆC3, σˆc

˘
(6)

of real bundle pairs over pΣ, σq. In general, the canonical homotopy class of isomorphisms (6) is

determined by the choice of orientation for each loop in Σσ over which L
rφ is not orientable.

Our notion of real orientation on pX,ω, φq can be viewed as the real arbitrary-genus analogue of
the notions of spin structure and relative spin structure of [5, Definition 8.1.2] in the genus 0 open
GW-theory. These structures induce orientations on determinants of generalized Cauchy-Riemann
operators in the open setting and orient moduli spaces of J-holomorphic disks. In some cases,
they can be used to orient moduli spaces of real J-holomorphic maps from P1 with the standard
orientation-reversing involution τ2. In [10], we show that a real orientation can be used to orient
compactified moduli spaces of real J-holomorphic maps in arbitrary genera whenever the “complex”
dimension of the target X is odd.

4 Real Gromov-Witten theory

A real orientation on a real symplectic manifold pX,ω, φq is a real orientation on the real bundle
pair pTX, dφq. We call a real symplectic manifold pX,ω, φq real-orientable if it admits a real
orientation. The examples include P2n´1, X5, many other projective complete intersections, and
simply-connected real symplectic Calabi-Yau and real Kahler Calabi-Yau manifolds with spin fixed
locus; see [12, Propositions 1.2,1.4].
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Theorem 4.1 ([10, Theorem 1.3]). Let pX,ω, φq be a real-orientable 2n-manifold, g, l P Zě0,

B PH2pX;Zq, and J PJ φ
ω .

(1) If nR2Z, a real orientation on pX,ω, φq orients Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ.

(2) If nP2Z and g`lě2, a real orientation on pX,ω, φq orients the real line bundle

Λtop
R

`
TMg,lpX,B; Jqφ

˘
b f˚Λtop

R

`
TRMg,l

˘
ÝÑ Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ.

Just as happens in complex GW-theory, an orientation on Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ determined by some
topological data on pX,ω, φq gives rise to a virtual class for this moduli space. For each i“1, . . . , l,
let

evi : Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ ÝÑ X,
“
u, pz`

1 , z
´
1 q, . . . , pz`

l , z
´
l q

‰
ÝÑ upz`

i q,

be the evaluation at the first point in the i-th pair of conjugate points. For µ1, . . . , µl PH
˚pXq, the

numbers @
µ1, . . . , µl

D
”

ż

rMg,lpX,B;Jqφs
ev˚

1µ1 . . . ev
˚
l µl P Q

are virtual counts of real J-holomorphic curves in X passing through generic cycle representatives
for the Poincare duals of µ1, . . . , µl, i.e. real GW-invariants of pX,ω, φq with conjugate pairs of in-
sertions. They are independent of the choices of cycles representatives and of J .

As in the complex GW-theory, it is convenient to consider moduli spaces of J-holomorphic maps
from disconnected domains. The topological components of a disconnected nodal symmetric sur-
face pΣ, σq split into those preserved by σ and into pairs of components interchanged by σ; the
latter are called g0-doublets in [11, Section 1.3], where g0 is the arithmetic genus of either topolog-
ical component. A real orientation on pX,ω, φq with nR2Z also determines an orientation on the
moduli spaces of real J-holomorphic maps from doublets. Since any such map is determined by its
restriction to either topological component of the domain, the moduli spaces of real J-holomorphic
maps from g0-doublets with ordered components can also be oriented from the standard complex
orientation of the moduli space of J-holomorphic genus g0 maps. The two orientations differ by
p´1qg0`1`l´ , where l´ is the number of second points in each pair carried by the preferred compo-
nent of the doublet; see [11, Theorem 1.4].

There are also alternative ways of orienting the uncompactified moduli spaces M0,lpX,B; Jqφ,σ for
the two topological types of involutions on P1 under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. For the
standard involution τ “τ2, the orientation of Theorem 4.1 on M0,lpX,B; Jqφ,τ and the orientation
induced as in [5, Section 8.1] by the associated spin or relative structure are the same up to a
topologically determined sign; see [11, Theorem 1.5]. For the fixed-point-free involution η, the
orientation of Theorem 4.1 on M0,lpX,B; Jqφ,η and the orientation induced as in [6, Section 2.1]
by the real square root in (4) are the same. These comparisons extend to higher genus once
Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ,τ is known to be orientable; see [11, Corollary 3.8].

There is a natural immersion
 “
u, pz`

1 , z
´
1 q, . . . , pz`

l`2, z
´
l`2q

‰
PM

‚
g,l`2pX,B; Jqφ : upz`

l`1q“upz`
l`2q

(
ÝÑ M

‚
g`2,lpX,B; Jqφ (7)

from a subspace of the moduli space of maps from disconnected domains; it identifies the marked
points z˘

l`1 and z˘
l`2 to form a pair of conjugate nodes. The analogue of this immersion in complex
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GW-theory identifies the last pair of points to form a nodal surface of genus one higher. The
domain, target, and the normal bundle of this immersion in complex GW-theory have natural
complex orientations; this immersion is orientation-preserving with respect to these orientations.
Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, a real orientation on pX,ω, φq induces orientations on the
domain and target of the immersion (7); the normal bundle of this immersion has a natural complex
orientation. By [11, Theorem 1.2], this immersion is orientation-reversing with respect to these
orientations.

The forgetful morphism (3) and the comparisons of orientations in the last three paragraphs are es-
sential parts of a fully fledged GW-theory needed for explicit computations of these invariants and
algebraic interpretations in the spirit of cohomological field theory. In particular, they are used
to describe equivariant localization data that computes the arbitrary-genus real GW-invariants
of P2n´1 with conjugate pairs of insertions in [12, Section 4.2] and relate real GW- and enumera-
tive invariants in [21, Theorem 1.1].

In some cases, we are able to define invariant counts of J-holomorphic curves with real insertions
as well. However, similarly to the situation with [26, 27, 2, 25], the relevant moduli spaces are not
orientable in these cases and there is no fully fledged GW-theory involving these invariants.

Theorem 4.2 ([10, Theorem 1.5]). Let pX,ω, φq be a compact real-orientable 6-manifold such that
xc1pXq, By P 4Z for all B P H2pX;Zq with φ˚B “ ´B. For all B P H2pX;Zq and k, l P Zě0, a real

orientation on pX,ω, φq determines a count xptl; ptkyφ1,B PQ of real J-holomorphic genus 1 degree B
curves passing through generic collections of k real points and of l pairs of conjugate points in X.
This count is independent of generic choices of the points and J PJ φ

ω .

5 Orienting Fredholm determinants

A real Cauchy-Riemann (or CR-) operator on a real bundle pair pV, ϕq over a symmetric Riemann
surface pΣ, σ, jq is a linear map of the form

DV “ B̄V `A : ΓpΣ;V qϕ ”
 
ξPΓpΣ;V q : ξ˝σ“ϕ˝ξ

(

ÝÑ Γ0,1pΣ;V qϕ ”
 
ζ PΓpΣ; pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCV q : ζ˝dσ “ ϕ˝ζ

(
,

where B̄V is the holomorphic B̄-operator for some holomorphic structure in V and

A P Γ
`
Σ;HomRpV, pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCV q

˘ϕ

is a zeroth-order deformation term. Let B̄Σ;C denote the real CR-operator on the trivial rank 1 real
bundle pΣˆC, σˆ cq with the standard holomorphic structure and A“0.

Any real CR-operator DV on a real bundle pair pV, ϕq over a symmetric Riemann surface pΣ, σ, jq
is Fredholm in the appropriate completions. We denote by

detDV ” Λtop
R pkerDV q b

`
Λtop
R pcokDV q

˘˚

its determinant line. Since the space of real CR-operators on pV, ϕq is contractible, an orientation on
detDV for one such operator determines an orientation for all real CR-operators on pV, ϕq. Thus,
an exact sequence

0 ÝÑ pV1, ϕ1q ÝÑ pV, ϕq ÝÑ pV2, ϕ2q ÝÑ 0
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of real bundle pairs over pΣ, σq determines a homotopy class of isomorphisms

detDV «
`
detDV1

˘
b
`
detDV2

˘
(8)

between the determinants of any real CR-operators on these real bundle pairs. Via these isomor-
phisms, orientations on any two of the determinants in (8) determine an orientation on the third.
Furthermore, the line pdetDV qb2 is canonically oriented for any real CR-operator DV . By Propo-
sition 3.2, a real orientation on a rank n real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pΣ, σq thus determines an
orientation on the line

xdetDV ”
`
detDV

˘
b
`
det B̄Σ;C

˘bn
(9)

for every real CR-operator DV on the real bundle pair pV, ϕq over pΣ, σq. We call xdetDV the

relative determinant of DV , since an orientation on xdetDV determines a correspondence between
the orientations on detDV and on the determinant of detnB̄Σ;C of the standard real CR-operator
on the trivial rank n real bundle pΣˆCn, σˆ cq over pΣ, σq.

For each element rus of Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ, the linearization

Du : ΓpΣ;u˚TXqu
˚dφ ÝÑ Γ0,1pΣ;u˚TXqu

˚dφ

of the real B̄J -operator at rus is a real CR-operator. If g`lě2, the forgetful morphism (3) induces
a canonical isomorphism

Λtop
R

`
TrusMg,lpX,B; Jqφ

˘
«
`
detDu

˘
b Λtop

R pTfprusqRMg,lq. (10)

Theorem 4.1(1) may then appear to be about systematically orienting each factor on the right-hand
side of (10). However, the moduli space RMg,l is not orientable if gPZ`; a systematic orientation on
the left-hand side of (10) exists if and only if the family detDu is not orientable in the same manner.

A real orientation on pX,ω, φq pulls back to a real orientation on u˚pTX, dφq and thus systemati-
cally determines an orientation on the relative determinant

xdetDu ”
`
detDu

˘
b
`
det B̄Σ;C

˘bn
(11)

of Du for each element rus of Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ. It is immediate that this orientation varies continu-
ously over each stratum of Mg,lpX,B; Jqφ and straightforward to show that it varies continuously
across the strata as well; see [10, Corollary 6.7] for the crucial extension from the main stratum
across the codimension 1 strata. In this light, the last factor of (11) describes the orientability
of det Du.

The orientability of RMg,l is described by Proposition 5.1 below. We denote by

det B̄C ÝÑ RMg,l

the line bundle with fiber det B̄Σ;C over rΣs.

Proposition 5.1 ([10, Propositions 5.9,6.1]). Let g, l P Zě0 be such that g`lě2. The restriction
of the line bundle

Λtop
R

`
TRM

σ

g,l

˘
b
`
det B̄C

˘
ÝÑ RMg,l (12)

to the main stratum RMg,l consisting of smooth symmetric surfaces is canonically oriented. This
canonical orientation extends over RMg,l after it is reversed over every topological component
Mσ

g,l ĂRMg,l of smooth Riemann surfaces pΣ, σ, jq with g´|π0pΣσq|P2Z.
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(E)/(H1) (H2)/(H3)

orientation on (11) with pV, ϕq“u˚pTX, dφq ` `

orientation induced by KS isomorphism ´ ´

orientation induced by SD isomorphism ` `

orientation on (11) with pV, ϕq“pT˚Σ, pdσq˚qb2 ` ´

parity of |π0pΣσq| ´ `

The extendability of the canonical orientations factoring into (13) and of the parity of the number
of components of Σσ across the codimension 1 strata: ` extends, ´ flips.

The first statement of this proposition is obtained by combining the Kodaira-Spencer (KS) and
Serre Duality (SD) isomorphisms with the first claim of Corollary 3.3 for pL, rφq “ pT ˚Σ, pdσq˚q.
Each of these three isomorphisms induces an orientation on the restriction of a real line bundle
over RMg,l to RMg,l; the tensor product of these lines bundles yields the desired orientation.
This first statement, which concerns only smooth symmetric surfaces, is also obtained in [4], but
based on the highly technical analysis of the action of automorphisms of real bundle pairs on the
determinants of real CR-operators in [3] instead of the topological claim of Corollary 3.3.

Corollary 3.3 is further used to establish the second claim of Proposition 5.1 and thus Theorem 4.1.
The orientation induced by the KS isomorphism flips across the codimension 1 boundary strata
of RMg,l, while the orientation induced by the SD isomorphism extends across these strata. The
orientation induced by the first claim of Corollary 3.3 extends across the codimension 1 bound-
ary strata of types (E) and (H1) on page 2 and flips across the codimension 1 boundary strata
of types (H2) and (H3). This is an artifact of the topology of the continuous extension ppT , pϕq
of pT ˚Σ, pdσq˚q to a one-nodal symmetric surface pΣ, σq. If pΣ, σq is of type (E) or (H1), then
pT pϕ is orientable and the first claim of Corollary 3.3 applies; an isomorphism (6) in the canon-
ical homotopy class extends to isomorphisms in the canonical homotopy classes for the nearby
symmetric surfaces. If pΣ, σq is of type (H2) and (H3), then pT pϕ not orientable and there is no
choice of orientation of the loops in Σσ which extends to both possible smoothing directions; the
second claim of Corollary 3.3 applies in this case and is responsible for the change in the orientation.

By the previous paragraph, the canonical orientation on the restriction of the line bundle (12) to
RMg,l flips across the codimension 1 boundary strata of types (E) and (H1) and extends across
the codimension 1 boundary strata of types (H2) and (H3). The parity of |π0pΣσq| behaves in the
same way. These two statements together establish the second claim of Proposition 5.1.

By (10), (11), and Proposition 5.1, a real orientation on pX,ω, φq determines an orientation on

Λtop
R

`
TrusMg,lpX,B; Jqφ

˘
b
`
det B̄Σ;C

˘bpn`1q
«
`xdetDu

˘
b Λtop

R

`
TrΣsM

σ
g,l

˘
b
`
det B̄Σ;C

˘
(13)

which depends continuously on rusPMg,lpX,B; Jqφ. If nR2Z, an orientation on (13) is equivalent
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to an orientation on TrusMg,lpX,B; Jqφ. This establishes Theorem 4.1 whenever g`l“2; the three
exceptional cases are then deduced by adding extra conjugate pairs of marked points.

6 Real enumerative geometry

As in the complex case, the curve-counting invariants arising from Theorem 4.1 are generally
rational numbers. For specific real almost Kahler manifolds pX,ω, φ, Jq, they can be converted into
signed counts of genus g degree B real J-holomorphic curves passing through specified conjugate
pairs of constraints and thus provide lower bounds in real enumerative geometry. If J is a sufficiently
regular almost complex structure on pX,ω, φq, then the two curve counts are the same in genus 0
(this is also the case in the complex setting). In the real (but not complex) setting, this equality
extends to the genus 1 curve counts in 6-folds.

Proposition 6.1 ([12, Theorem 1.5]). Let pX,ω, φq be a compact real-orientable 6-fold and J PJ φ
ω

be a generic almost complex structure on pX,ω, φq. The genus 1 real GW-invariants of pX,ω, φq
arising from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are then equal to the corresponding signed counts of real J-
holomorphic curves and thus provide lower bounds for the number of real genus 1 irreducible curves
in pX, J, φq.

This statement extends to higher genus as follows. The real GW-invariants arising from Theo-
rem 4.1 induce homomorphisms

GWX,φ
g,B : H˚pX;Zq‘l ÝÑ Q

obtained by pulling back cohomology classes on X by the evaluation maps for the first marked
points in the conjugate pairs. For g, hPZě0 and B PH2pX;Zq, define rCX

h,BpgqPQ by

8ÿ

g“0

rCX
h,Bpgqt2g “

ˆ
sinhpt{2q

t{2

ḣ´1`xc1pX,ωq,By{2

.

Since rCX
h,Bp0q“1, we can define homomorphisms

EX,φ
h,B : H˚pX;Zq‘l ÝÑ Q @hPZě0 by GWX,φ

g,B “
ÿ

0ďhďg
g´hP2Z

rCX
h,B

`
g´h
2

˘
EX,φ
h,B @ gPZě0. (14)

Theorem 6.2 ([21, Theorem 1.1]). Suppose pX,ω, φq is a compact real-orientable symplectic 6-fold
with a choice of real orientation, g, l P Zě0, and B P H2pX;Zq. If xc1pω,Xq, By ą 0, then the

homomorphisms EX,φ
h,B take values in Z. If in addition J is a generic almost complex structure on

pX,ω, φq and µ1, . . . , µl PH
˚pX;Qq are such that

lÿ

i“1

dimR µi “ xc1pX,ωq, Jy ` 2l,

then EX,φ
h,B pµ1, . . . , µlq is the number of real irreducible J-holomorphic genus h degree B curves

passing through a generic collection of cycles representing µ1, . . . , µl counted with sign.
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This is the real analogue of [28, Theorem 1.5] which established the “Fano” case of the Gopakumar-
Vafa prediction of [23, Conjecture 2(i)] in a stronger form. In the case of P3, there is a natural

identification of the second Z-homology with Z. By (14) and [12, Theorem 1.6], EX,φ
h,d “0 whenever

d´h P 2Z. The standard complex structure of P3 is “generic” for the purposes of Theorem 6.2 if
dě 2h´1; it is “generic” for some lower values of d as well. The equivariant localization data of
[12, Section 4.2] is used in [22] to compute the genus g degree d real GW-invariants of P3 with
d conjugate pairs of point insertions for gď5 and dď8. The real enumerative invariants obtained
from these numbers via (14) and shown in [21, Table 2] are consistent with the complex enumera-
tive invariants and thus with the Castelnuovo bounds.

The number of real curves passing through specified constraints generally depends on the con-
straints themselves and not just on the (co)homology classes they represent; only a properly signed
count of such curves can be invariant in general. It is bounded above by the analogous complex
count and has the same parity as the latter. There are known examples when the upper bounds
provided by the complex counts are sharp, i.e. there are nonempty open subsets of the spaces of
admissible constraints achieving these bounds. The real GW-invariants of [26, 27, 7, 6] in genus 0
and of [10] in positive genera lead to lower bounds for counts of real curves in certain cases; ex-
amples when these bounds are sharp are obtained in [15]. It remains an open question when these
upper and lower are sharp in general.
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